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Keeping safe during the summer holiday

Children eagerly anticipate the summer
holiday all year long. It's a time to break

from school, often for a family holiday and
a chance to spend time with friends

outside of school, engaging in activities
they might not usually have the

opportunity to do.

As children grow older, they are usually
granted more independence to spend

time with friends without parental
supervision. They often visit local parks,

shopping centres or leisure centres.

Children deserve to feel secure in their
local community, but there may be

instances when they encounter other
young individuals, adults or situations

which could be a potential threat to their
safety.

Having a safety plan in place can provide
peace of mind for both you and your

child, ensuring they can venture out and
enjoy their time away from home.

How to prepare
Consider doing these things before your
child goes out without you: 

Make sure you know who they are with
and where they are going;
Agree on a return time;
Make sure their phone is charged (if
they have one) or they have another
means of contacting you;
Make sure they have a way of getting
home such as, bus pass or money. 



How to regulate screen time over the
summer holiday

During school holidays, children enjoy a
break from their regular schedules and rules,
allowing for more flexibility. This may involve

staying up later, sleeping in longer,
extending curfews and increasing screen

time or gaming. Some children may spend
most of their day on screens or playing

games, leaving little room for other
activities. The six weeks of freedom can
make it challenging to establish positive
routines before the new term begins in

September.
If you are exploring ways to limit your child's

screen time without conflicts, these four
steps could be helpful.
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Initiating discussions with your child regarding
screen time restrictions might appear

challenging. You might worry about potential
conflicts arising between you and your child,
so it's beneficial to begin with steps one and
two well before the summer holiday begins.
Starting conversations about the adverse

effects of screen time now can pave the way
for smoother discussions in the future.

Conversation starters:
‘Have you seen the news report on the
negative impact of too much screen time?’
‘So you don’t spend the whole summer on
your phone/computer, what other
activities shall we plan for you?’
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Snapchat: 'For My Eyes Only'
Understanding 'For My Eyes Only'
For My Eyes Only (FMEO) serves as a secure vault within Snapchat designated for saving
messages and pictures privately. This feature protects the content, ensuring only those
with the passcode can view it. Users need to set up the vault initially to allow content to
be saved into FMEO; this means any content found there is intentionally added. 
Accessing FMEO is possible through the ‘memories’ section of Snapchat.

What Risks Does FMEO Pose?
Setting up FMEO indicates that users have content they prefer to keep hidden. This
implies that any inappropriate messages or pictures could be stored there. It also means
that, as a parent, you won't be able to monitor what your children are sending or
receiving, or who they are communicating with.
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